<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strand 5: Themes</th>
<th>Episodes &amp; Clips</th>
<th>Worksheets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Activity 1 - First Day Feelings** | Mortified Episode 14: Little Fish  
   - Day 1 at Driftwood HS  
Lockie Leonard Episode 2: Stormy Monday  
   - Day 1 at Angelus HS  
   - Lockie Reflects | LL/M Worksheet 1: Anecdotes  
   LL/M Worksheet 2: Unwritten rules  
   LL/M Worksheet 3: Little Fish story structure  
   LL/M Worksheet 4: Taylor feeling small scene analysis  
   LL/M Worksheet 5: Layla’s unwritten rules  
   LL/M Worksheet 6: Stormy Monday’s story structure  
   LL/M Worksheet 7: Lockie being bullied  
   LL/M Worksheet 8: Stereotypes and bullies  
   LL/M Worksheet 9: First Day comparison  
   LL/M Worksheet 10: First Day Feelings |
| **Activity 2 - Lessons in Love** | Mortified Episode 16: DJ Taylor  
   - Valentine’s Day  
   - Leon’s Phone Call  
Lockie Leonard Episode 8: The Details  
   - Shakespeare  
   - Lockie in the Bath | LL/M Worksheet 11: Love and feelings chart  
   LL/M Worksheet 12: Valentine’s Day  
   LL/M Worksheet 13: DJ Taylor’s story structure  
   LL/M Worksheet 14: Valentine’s Day scene analysis  
   LL/M Worksheet 15: Storyboard  
   LL/M Worksheet 16: Leon’s phone call  
   LL/M Worksheet 17: Hector’s perspective  
   LL/M Worksheet 18: The ‘details’ story structure  
   LL/M Worksheet 19: The course of true love  
   LL/M Worksheet 20: Lockie in the bath scene analysis  
   LL/M Worksheet 21: Lockie’s relationships  
   LL/M Worksheet 22: My 13th birthday  
   LL/M Worksheet 23: Respecting others  
   LL/M Worksheet 24: Character web |
| **Activity 3 - Parent Problems** | Mortified Episode 22: Divorce Camp  
   - Loud discussion  
   - Taylor’s worst fear  
Lockie Leonard Episode 20: The Clock’s Tickin’  
   - Egg’s parents | LL/M Worksheet 25: Divorce camp story structure  
   LL/M Worksheet 26: Dialogue re relationships  
   LL/M Worksheet 27: Relationships with parents  
   LL/M Worksheet 28: Loud discussion scene analysis  
   LL/M Worksheet 29: Character profile  
   LL/M Worksheet 30: Decision making  
   LL/M Worksheet 31: Clock’s Tickin’ story structure  
   LL/M Worksheet 32: A meeting with Egg’s parents  
   LL/M Worksheet 33: Separating parents  
   LL/M Worksheet 34: Comparing parents  
   LL/M Worksheet 35: Ideal parents wish list |
**Activity 4 - Friends and Enemies**

Explores:
- value of friendship
- honesty
- families
- relationships
- stereotypes
- bullying

**Mortified**
Episode 17: School Trivia Night
- *Taylor Hurts Hector*
- *Friends Again*
- *Barbeque*

**Lockie Leonard**
Episode 3: Lockie Chickens Out
- *Boof Bullies Egg*
- *The Apology*

| LL/M Worksheet 15: Storyboard | LL/M Worksheet 36: School trivia night |
| LL/M Worksheet 37: Taylor hurts Hector’s feelings |
| LL/M Worksheet 38: Agony Aunt letters |
| LL/M Worksheet 39: Friends again |
| LL/M Worksheet 40: Barbeque scene |
| LL/M Worksheet 41: The Families |
| LL/M Worksheet 42: Defining bullying |
| LL/M Worksheet 43: Character profile |
| LL/M Worksheet 44: Boof bullies Egg |
| LL/M Worksheet 45: Agony Aunt letters (2) |
| LL/M Worksheet 46: How NOT to embarrass |
| LL/M Worksheet 47: Lockie apologises |
| LL/M Worksheet 48: The apologies |